Why gender neutral restroom are important

Bathrooms without a designated gender benefit a variety of individuals who are not comfortable or who face mistreatment when accessing gender-specific bathrooms. This includes:

*Transgender & Gender Non-Conforming People*
Transgender and gender non-conforming people often face stress, anxiety and mistreatment when accessing the gendered bathroom that is appropriate for them. Providing access to a private, non-gendered stall can reduce or even eliminate this burden.

*People w/ Disabilities or Personal Attendants*
People with disabilities or others who have personal attendants of a different gender can run into problems when accessing gendered bathrooms. Gender-neutral bathrooms can provide a more welcoming and comfortable situation for two people of different genders.

*People with Children*
Parents or guardians with children of a different gender can encounter misunderstanding when accessing gender-specific bathrooms. Removing this potential can easily be addressed with a gender-neutral bathroom.

*Everyone*
We’ve all waited outside an occupied bathroom while the bathroom for the gender we don’t identify with was empty. Gender-neutral bathrooms are more efficient, allowing you to avoid that unnecessary wait.

Did we miss a gender neutral restroom?
Let us know!
Tweet us at @glbtiqksu with the restroom’s location!
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An easy to use guide on where to find gender neutral restrooms on the KSU Marietta Campus
Locations

**Wilson Student Center (A)**
- 2nd Floor, near A215 & A216

**Norton Hall (R2)**
- South Entrance, Ground Floor

**Engineering Building (Q)**
- Faculty Restroom, 2nd Floor

**Academic Building (H)**
- 2nd Floor, First Hallway

**Community Center (R30)**
- Lobby

**Howell (R1)**
- Ground Floor, left of main lobby

**Hornet Village 100 (R701)**
- 1st Floor, Near the Office

**Hornet Village 200 (R702)**
- 1st Floor, Back of Main Lobby

**University Columns Community Center (R4011)**
- Right of Kitchen Area, at the end of the Garage